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Cosmic Evolution of Star Formation Rate  

Massive star formation 
drops with cosmic time

Madau & Dickinson 2014

Driver+ 2013 Stellar mass increases



Powell+ (2017)

Since z=2, quenched 
galaxies increased by 
2-4x (e.g. Bell 2008)



Quenched galaxies: big bulges and supermassive black holes (SMBH)

Inside-Out Quenching 

Quenching begins from 
centres of galaxies

Tacchella+ 2015                      



Centres of SMBH-Host Galaxies   
                        
What can quench massive SF?  
- AGN via radiation pressure, 
 thermal winds (QSO mode) 
- AGN jets through mechanical  
pressure (Radio mode)

Lipari+09 



AGN jets/outflows can damage their host 
galaxies, but unclear wether they can 

totally quench SF  
(e.g. Maiolino+2017, Silk 2005)  

...but AGN outflows can also trigger SF

Lipari+09 

-> SMBH environment important in 
understanding the quenching 

agents/microphysics 

                        
What can quench massive SF?  
- AGN via radiation pressure, 
 thermal winds (QSO mode) 
- AGN jets through mechanical  
pressure (Radio mode)

Centres of SMBH-Host Galaxies   



Role of Thermal & Nonthermal Processes

Thermal < Nonthermal 

Tabatabaei+2008

ISM Energy Balance  

M33



Role of Thermal & Nonthermal Processes

 Nonthermal effects even more important in 
SMBH-host galaxies?

Fermi Bubbles  



➢ A green valley galaxy, [B-V]=0.85 (Higdon+ 2003) 
➢ Hosts an SMBH: 140 million M⨀ (Onishi+ 2015) 

➢ A nuclear star forming ring (SFR:2 M⨀/yr) 
 (e.g., Prieto+ 2005, Mezzuca+ 2008, Hsieh+2011)

ISM in Galaxy Centers: NGC 1097 an Ideal Lab 

-ISM physical conditions?  

-What does regulate SF?

Onishi+2015

Central kpc Region
HST/ I band+ ALMA/ HCN 



CO-RC Correlation  
caused by: 

- massive stars powering both CO and RC (Adler+1991) ? 

- secondary CR electrons (hyd.pres.eq., Murgia+2005, Thompson+2007) ? 

- gas & magnetic field coupling (MHD models, e.g. Groves 2003)?

CO agrees better with RC than massive SF (Ha,UV)@ inner M51 
(Schinnerer+2013)  

 Thermal and nonthermal processes?



Thermal & Nonthermal ISM Tracers    

HST/I-band

Hsieh+2011

Gas properties in NGC1097’s centre: 
-  Rich and dense molecular ring  
- Negligible HI atomic gas  

- Mostly narrow-line clouds 

- Broader at the bar/ring 
conjunctions 

 SMA/CO(2-1) + HST/Paα (color)

Thermal ISM:  
-Ionised gas  
-Neutral gas (molecular and atomic)  

Turbulent ISM: 

Multi-phase gas kinematics



Thermal & Nonthermal ISM Tracers    

Nonthermal:   
-Magnetic fields 
-Cosmic rays   

HST/I-band!Synchrotron emission  
VLA 4.8 GHz, Beck+2005

NGC1097’s centre in radio: 
- Strong radio continuum  
- Weak polarised emission  
- Synchrotron, magnetic field for a 
fixed nonthermal spectral index in 
different regions presented (Beck
+2005)   

Total power(cont.),Polarisation(vectors)  

HST/ V-band 

Local variations in spectral index a_n  
are important depending on environment 

(FT+2007)  



Mapping Synchrotron Emission in Galaxies?    

•Model radio spectral energy distribution 

!needs consistent base-level & sensitivity at different frequencies 
!global studies (e.g., KINGFISH sample, FT+2017)

•Use a thermal ionised gas tracer (HRLs:FT+2007, 24um:Calzetti+2005, 
Murphy+2006) 
!a successful mapping technique  
(FT+2013a&b, 2018, Westcott+2018) 



Thermal fraction at 8GHz: 
~40% in ring 

 <20% in nucleus 

 NGC1097-Nuclear Ring: 
  

➢ mean electron density 
agrees with FIR methods (Fernandez+2016) 

➢ mean B~ 60 µG 
➢ random B~ 9x ordered B 

•Model radio spectral energy distribution 

!needs consistent base-level & sensitivity at different frequencies 
!global studies (e.g., KINGFISH sample, FT+2017)

Mapping Synchrotron Emission in Galaxies?    

•Use a thermal ionised gas tracer (HRLs:FT+2007, 24um:Calzetti+2005, 
Murphy+2006) 
!a successful mapping technique  
(FT+2013a&b, 2018, Westcott+2018) 

Nonthermal Synchrotron (contours)



Comparing with Global Galaxies    

KINGFISH (FT+2017)

Nuclear Ring 
(NGC1097)

SN-driven dynamo 
(Gressel+2008)

What is the origin of nuclear B? 



FT+ 2016, ApJL    

High gas density in galaxy centres leads to a 
strong magnetic field.

 Mean field increases with dynamical mass in galaxies

B is amplified due to mass/gas coupling



Energy sources:  
✓ Thermal & Turbulence 

✓ Magnetic  

✓ Relativistic particles 

✓ The ISM at R<1 kpc:  
➢ low-β plasma 

➢ supersonic MHD turbulence 

➢ Mach number = 1  

Bnt

Thermal TurbulenceB

U2U

 U10UU

=

>≈

ISM Energy Balance in Galaxy Centre   

Nonthermal energy density more 
important 

!Consequences for structure/star 
formation? 



Gas & Star Formation    

Hsieh et al. 2011:  

Star Formation and gas surface densities uncorrelated

ALMA, Onishi+2015

SMA/CO(2-1) 
HST/I-band

Giant Molecular Cloud Associations (GMAs) 
Hsieh+2011



 Nonthermal Effects?  

CO(2-1) contours 
GMAs 

• Narrow-line clouds 
• Broad-line clouds

0.3SFRB ∑∝

Magnetic field 
correlates better with 

gas than SFR    

Magnetic Field Strength (B)         µG  



 Magnetic Field and Star Formation Laws?   

Hsieh+(2011)

Deviation from SF laws due to 
nonthermal effects? 

  

0.3SFRB ∑∝

4.0
2HB ∑∝

 magnetic field-gas coupling 
agrees with theory

• Narrow-line clouds 
• Broad-line clouds

 No magnetic field-SFR! 

(see also Schinnerer+2013)    



Classical Star Formation Models   

A static magnetic field can support a cloud against gravitational collapse, 
for a mass-to-magnetic flux ratio ≡ µ ≤ 1-2 (Mouschovias 1991, Crutcher 2012) 



 MHD Simulations   

Filaments ! Cores! Stars  
Timescales set by: 

 turbulence+ magnetic fields + self gravity? 

         weak                     strong 

                 fast mode             slow mode

e.g. Vazquez-Semadani+2011,  
Koertgen & Banerjee 2015   



Star Formation Efficiency & Depletion Time Scale   

Magnetic Fields?             Turbulence?    

Massive star formation is decelerated due to magnetic field/CRes     
tighter correlation with synchrotron   



 SF Quenching in Strong Magnetic Field   

Clusters of young/massive 
stars found mostly in 

weaker B field (in agreement 
with Ha)

High gas densities in centres of 
SMBH-hosts lead to strong 

magnetic fields, which ultimately 
limit the efficiency of massive star 
formation while fostering enhanced 

low-mass star formation (clouds 
fragment due to feedback, Krumholz & 

McKee 2008) seen as big bulges 
observed in quenched galaxies       

A strong B at centres of SMBH-host 
galaxies (FT+2013a,b& in prep.)   

! High gas densities are self-regulating

Color: Ha 

Circle: clusters 

count.: B

FT+2018, Nature Ast.    

Stellar synthesis: in prep.    



• Separating the thermal and nonthermal processes is important to 
study the energy balance and structure/star formation in the ISM.  

• In the centre of the SMBH-host galaxy NGC1097, the nonthermal 
pressure dominates the thermal pressure by more than one order of 
mag. 
• The mean magnetic field strength of ~62µG cannot be explained by 
the star formation feedback-> shear/compression, gravity-driven 
turbulence 
• The star formation efficiency decreases in clouds with stronger B. 
• Gas and magnetic field are coupled up to a certain density & B 
strength. Gas clouds cannot collapse to higher densities due to 
magnetic support -> dense gas is self-regulating. 

• Nonthermal quenching: a physical explanation for quenching of 
massive galaxies? -> more observations to come! 
 

Summary



Thank you!
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(Hsieh+2011)

Gas & Star Formation    

Kennicutt 1998: 

+  Global spirals  

    Global nuclear rings 

    Global N1097 

   
Resolved clumps



 Non-thermal Effects in ISM   

➢ A globally good correlation with gas 
- Can synchrotron trace B coupled with not only ionized but also 
neutral gas down to the GMA scales? 
- Is B correlated with star formation rate (SFR)? 

Synchrotron (Jy/beam) 

Contours: CO(2-1) 

Magnetic Field (B)     µG  



Nonthermal spectrum flatter  
in higher SFR galaxies

 CREs more energetic and 
younger due to massive SF   

  

Tabatabaei et al. 2017, 2013b:

Ha+24um

 M82- HST (noao.edu) 

Cosmic Rays and SF Feedback 

  
After injection, CREs trap 
in strong turbulent field 

causing over-dense 
regions! CRE-driven 

winds   
 

http://noao.edu/

